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CANVAS™: Request a demo to see how OSAM can apply ESG/SRI customizations in your portfolio.

“In life, ethics are in the eye of the beholder. In investing, ethics are up to the whims of your fund manager.”1 –WSJ

KEY TAKEAWAYS

One Size Fits All is The Wrong Approach to ESG: In order to scale, the largest ESG products are designed to be one size fits all. This approach waters down and often tilts away from the values investors (institutional or individual) want. Poorly defined ESG screens and tilts can lead to starting universes and portfolio holdings that are not aligned with investors’ goals. We believe the best solutions are reached by tailoring portfolios to the unique goals of each investor.

Alpha Factors Within ESG: Alpha factors are often a secondary objective for many ESG funds, which can result in tilting towards expensive names. Whenever the mandate is to combine ESG and excess returns, investors should pair their responsible investing goals with performance factors to achieve better outcomes.

ESG Data – Seeing Opportunity Where Others See Challenge: Data quality and availability has a long way to go but some criticisms are exaggerated. Low correlations across vendors is a common grievance, but differences allow for more flexibility and granularity to solve a wider range of ESG goals.

Introduction

Environmental, social, and governance strategies have grown in popularity, but the challenges of aligning investor ESG preferences with available ESG portfolios persists. Many of the most popular ESG strategies today have holdings that do not meet investor expectations. We believe this is the result of a flaw in how these ESG strategies were designed2. These ESG strategies have adopted a broad definition of ESG to match a broad appeal. This is problematic for two reasons. First, ESG is very personal and unique to the investor and has no universal definition. Therefore, many investors don’t fit a standardized mold and find it difficult to achieve their specific ESG goals within these one-size-fits-all portfolios. Second, the underlying investment decisions can have a high overlap with benchmarks, resulting in poor exposure to factors known to be additive to future performance (e.g., Value, Yield, Momentum, and Quality). As a result, investors must be prudent in examining how their ESG preferences and factor exposures are being captured. We believe the best solution is a tailored portfolio designed to meet the unique goals of the investor.

To highlight how ESG strategies today are not aligning with investors goals, we review examples of ESG Screens, ESG Tilts, and evaluate the factor exposures of ESG portfolios. We then provide specific case studies demonstrating how tailoring portfolios can lead to outcomes more aligned with investors’ ESG goals.

2 There are many terms/acronyms that are part of the ESG terminology. In this paper we use “ESG” as an umbrella term to include SRI, ESG, Thematic, Impact, Religious values etc. Although SRI can be used to define only values-based exclusions, negative screening is a valuable tool across many responsible investing approaches, so we prefer the term “ESG Screens” of which SRI is a subset.
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ESG Screens and Surprise Holdings

ESG screening, or avoiding investments in select industries or companies, is currently the most prevalent ESG approach globally. Screening was one of the earliest tools available to responsible investors and remains one of the more effective methods for achieving ESG goals. At the strategy level, ESG funds designed for broad appeal must take a stance on which screens to incorporate, and how strictly they should be applied. Unsurprisingly, those decisions often miss the mark in satisfying individual preferences. If screens are too loosely defined, or if ESG strategies do not explicitly remove names that investors feel reflect poor ESG practices, the holdings in such funds can surprise their investors.

A look at one of the most common ESG initiatives, climate change, illustrates how popular ESG products can fall short of investor’s expectations. Climate change is one of the most cited motivations for pursuing an ESG strategy and commonly involves reduced exposure to fossil fuel companies known to have a large carbon footprint. Figure 1 examines the holdings of the ten largest ESG ETFs by assets, including three funds specifically focused on reducing fossil fuel exposure: iShares MSCI ACWI Low Carbon Target ETF (CRBN), Vanguard ESG U.S. ETF (ESGV) and SPDR S&P 500 Fossil Fuel Reserves Free ETF (SPYX).

All but one of the top ESG ETFs have exposure to fossil fuels, with some as high as 10% of assets. Even with explicit fossil fuel screens, ESG portfolios may still invest in oil and gas companies, including those with labels such as “fossil fuel free” or “low carbon”. The only ESG ETF not invested in companies tied to fossil fuels, Invesco Solar ETF (TAN), is a thematic fund that exclusively invests in solar companies.

Figure 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETF Name</th>
<th>Ticker</th>
<th>AUM</th>
<th>Fund Fossil Fuel Exposure</th>
<th>Benchmark Fossil Fuel Exposure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Holdings</td>
<td>% of Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iShares MSCI KLD 400 Social</td>
<td>DSI</td>
<td>$1.5B</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iShares ESG MSCI USA Leaders</td>
<td>SUSL</td>
<td>$1.43B</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xtrackers MSCI U.S.A. ESG Leaders Equity</td>
<td>USSG</td>
<td>$1.21B</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iShares MSCI U.S.A. ESG Select</td>
<td>SUSA</td>
<td>$1.14B</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iShares ESG MSCI EAFE</td>
<td>ESGD</td>
<td>$879.9M</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iShares ESG MSCI EM</td>
<td>ESGE</td>
<td>$717.8M</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanguard ESG U.S. Stock</td>
<td>ESGV*</td>
<td>$555.3M</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>2.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iShares MSCI ACWI Low Carbon Target</td>
<td>CRBN*</td>
<td>$473.8M</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>7.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invesco Solar</td>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>$396.58M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPDR S&amp;P 500 Fossil Fuel Reserves Free</td>
<td>SPYX*</td>
<td>$374M</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6.27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These ETFs have an explicit Fossil Fuel Screen.

---

5 Holdings analysis of each ETF sourced from Fossil Free Funds, https://fossilfreefunds.org
6 The distinction is they aim to only excluded companies with carbon reserves allowing them to own fossil fuel companies and utilities that burn them as long as they don’t own carbon reserves.
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It is important to understand why this occurs within investment vehicles focused on targeting companies with positive ESG characteristics, including avoiding those with high carbon footprints. Below is a list of some common ESG investment approaches and/or strategies, and the reasoning behind why fossil fuel exposure may be higher than expected:

1. **Excluding Fossil Fuel Reserves**: Only excluding companies with carbon reserves from the investment universe permits ownership in both midstream and downstream fossil fuel companies, as well as Utilities that generate electricity from coal and other fossil fuels. Although these firms don't own carbon reserves, they use them or generate large portions of their revenue from the industry. This is why SPYX has “fossil fuel free” in the name, but owns fossil fuel investments. Included in this example is the Carbon Underground 200 as an exclusion list, since excluding the Carbon Underground 200 only restricts the top 200 owners of coal and oil/gas reserves.

2. **Energy Sector/Industry Exclusions**: An exclusion of the full Energy sector still allows investments in other companies burning fossil fuels, such as Utilities. Additionally, the exclusion can be too restrictive, as it will also capture renewable energy companies within the Energy sector. In our experience, investors interested in climate change screens are also interested in favoring renewables. Industry exclusions also do not catch all the companies that investors would expect. ESGV, for example, has the mandate to exclude all fossil fuel companies by using reserve data and industry codes, but does not exclude services industries that do exploration, drill the wells, build/service the rigs or refine the fossil foils. Consequently, ESGV still owns some fossil fuel companies.

3. **Exclusions with a Tracking Error Target**: Portfolios designed to reduce fossil fuel exposure as much as possible while still tracking a benchmark index, within a defined tracking error budget, will include many fossil fuel companies if the tracking error target is low. CRBN is a prime example, as they reduce the portfolio’s carbon footprint, but still own several high carbon names.

4. **Revenue & Product Involvement-based Exclusions**: This approach uses company revenue linked to products (such as coal, oil and gas, oil sands, shale and nuclear power) as a determinant for exclusion. This requires making decisions on revenue cut-offs, whether to exclude only production and extraction companies or also supporting businesses, how to treat companies using fossil fuels to generate power (e.g. Utilities), and how to treat firms with indirect involvement through ownership stakes.

5. **Best in Class**: Some Best in Class approaches are not focused on reducing carbon or fossil fuel exposure, but rather aim to match the sector weights of the broader benchmark while investing in the companies with the highest ESG ranking. Greenhouse gas emission and carbon intensity are in the environmental pillar of many ESG scores, but may be a small weight when hundreds of factors are used. This approach can lead to Energy companies like Exxon, Chevron, or Shell in the top holdings, which for some investors is permissible due to these initiatives, while others prefer complete divestment.

All five of these are perfectly acceptable approaches to screening fossil fuel, but the screening process needs to match the investors’ expectation, otherwise it falls short. ESG investors expecting large reductions to, or elimination of, their fossil fuel exposure may be surprised to see these holdings.

These screening challenges are not confined to fossil fuels, though. Managers must make decisions for break points when applying each screen and it is not uncommon for those decisions to not match the investor’s objective. For example, most investors requesting an exclusion around Civilian Firearms agree to exclude manufacturers like Smith & Wesson (AOBC) and Sturm, Ruger & Co. (RGR). However, others want a zero-tolerance approach that also excludes retailers selling firearms, which would remove names like Dicks Sporting Goods from consideration.

There is a similar story in the case of Tobacco. Beyond excluding manufacturers, it becomes tricky to define. Rules vary on how to handle retailers selling tobacco, and some tobacco lists even exclude Disney and other movie
In addition to the current differences in tobacco screens, reaching a consensus on definitions will become more nuanced with the growth of tobacco free smoking products like e-cigarettes. Beyond product involvement related screens like fossil fuel and tobacco some ESG investors may wish to exclude companies marred by ESG related controversies. The Volkswagen’s emissions scandal, or Wells Fargo fake accounts being perfect examples. Funds with holdings involved in severe ESG controversies is another common surprise for ESG investors. A notable current example is Brazilian mining company Vale, which had multiple dams collapse resulting in the deaths of hundreds of people. Vale is also on the list of the Carbon Underground 200 as an owner of coal reserves. Despite the extreme controversy and coal reserves, the Carbon Target ETF is just one of the ESG funds that currently has Vale among their portfolio holdings. Equifax is another recent example. Both Sustainalytics and MSCI had it poorly ranked and flagged as a high ESG controversy, but remained a holding in several large ESG funds. If investors feel that holdings tied to controversies like these do not align with their ESG goals, customization is a better solution.

A final example of the variability within ESG screens comes from one of the earliest adopters of Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) screening, the Catholic Church. The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) has formally defined Socially Responsible Investment Guidelines that most Catholic portfolios abide by. Interestingly, even with this very detailed document aiming to provide clear and comprehensive policies for guiding investment decisions, there is still ample ground left open to interpretation, and not agreed upon in Catholic portfolios. For example, an alcohol exclusion used by some Catholic portfolios. Not every Catholic institution agrees with that exclusion, which makes sense, given that the word “alcohol” is not even mentioned in the USCCB guidelines. As a $2 Billion money manager screening based on USCCB guidelines (that does not include alcohol) put it, “Jesus’ first miracle was turning water into wine”.

This is a humorous, but perfect example of the fact that there are no universal definitions for applying responsible investing. Even within organizations boasting very detailed guidelines, there are differing opinions on how to implement ESG screens. The solution is a flexible investment process that can adjust for these differences.

**Tilting Away from ESG Values**

Screens, however, are not the only available tools for incorporating ESG goals into a portfolio. Investors may also rank companies by ESG metrics or scores to determine which names are over or underweighted within a portfolio with ESG Tilts.

While scoring companies implies more objectivity in the investment selection process, the various methodologies that a company can be rated on introduces potential issues. With the arrival of complex third-party scoring systems, including some that aggregate more than 300 different factors into a single composite score, there are numerous ways that an investor’s individual ESG goals can be overlooked.

ESG tilts are initially developed by determining which data and/or data provider(s) will be used and how the selected data will be weighted for calculating an ESG score. With estimates of nearly 600 different ESG data products available from some 150 organizations, investors have no shortage of options, sparking debates over which solution(s) to select. While the growth in quantity and quality of ESG data has generally been applauded, a common critique has centered around the low correlation of ESG scores published by different data providers. Some critics have gone so far as concluding that this low correlation reduces the viability of ESG data in the investment process.
While such claims deserve attention, we view the variations in ESG data providers much more favorably than the consensus. Instead of relying on composite ESG ratings, we believe that dissecting each provider’s methodology and underlying data points can lead to custom scoring that better captures the ESG measures an investor cares about most.

To further understand how ESG tilts can misrepresent investor values, we must first recognize the subtle differences in how providers define and measure the various aspects of ESG. One provider may focus on ESG risk, another on ESG values and impact, while a third focuses on ESG sentiment or ESG controversies.

Consider the methodology and scoring of the two leading ESG data providers, MSCI and Sustainalytics, who have each developed different definitions and measurements of what constitutes a company’s ESG rating. MSCI emphasizes an issuer’s exposure to ESG-related risks whereas Sustainalytics prioritizes a company’s ESG impact, transparency, and values.

This translates to numerous indicators and their corresponding weights, to comprise a composite ESG score. Depending on how an investor wishes to define and capture ESG exposure, data from either provider can be used however, unpacking and controlling for the factors that a client cares about must be done with great care. Otherwise, indicators will be included that a client does not believe accurately captures their definition of ESG. The consequence is a watering down of the ESG factors that they do wish to prioritize.

To illustrate how alternative methodologies translate to ratings, we examine the insurance industry. Each data provider defines, measures, and weights various indicators, according to a materiality map representing the formula used to roll indicators into an overall ESG score. MSCI rates insurance companies according to one factor, exposure to climate change risk, while Sustainalytics uses between 15-20 different factors, with some of the heaviest weights attributed to environmental-related controversies, responsible asset management, renewable energy use, and sustainable financial initiatives. Accordingly, Prudential Financial Inc., a company with some business operations tied to climate change risk and sizeable investments in renewable energy projects and green buildings, ranks

---

13 “A Survey of ESG Vendor Data: Strategies for Managing Score Differences” By Anthony A. Renshaw, Ph.D.
14 “Why It’s So Hard to Be an ‘Ethical’ Investor” By Jon Sindreu and Sarah Kent.
15 “The ESG Data Challenge” by Rakhi Kumar and Ali Weiner.
16 Materiality Map is another ESG term common now in the industry. Essentially materiality boils down to two questions 1) which ESG factors will be used in which industries? And 2) how will those factors be weighted to calculate a rolled up composite ESG score. Materiality calculations vary drastically from Sustainalytics to MSCI to SASB to other providers. Investors need to understand these differences in order to know what definition of ESG is used in their portfolio. Or even better come up with your own weighting system to overweight your unique values and underweight the factors that neither matter to you nor matter when it comes to portfolio returns.
17 https://www.prudential.com/wps/wcm/connect/31092c7c-1258-494f-be1d-238b1f6c8d38/2018-Climate-Change-Prudential-Financial.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CID=myFyYnX&VID=my8x0Tm
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much more favorably with Sustainalytics than MSCI\textsuperscript{18}. Therefore, an investor more concerned with climate change risk may find MSCI ESG data more compelling, whereas an investor that perceives an opportunity related to the transition to renewable energy sources and green technology will be better suited using Sustainalytics. If investors and asset managers are willing to truly understand the granular differences within the data, they will greatly improve their ability to solve for a wider range of ESG goals.

To highlight the importance of the weighting schemes after a data provider is selected, Figure 2 compares two ESG composites: one standard “off the shelf” approach from a leading data provider and one fully customized and designed to focus on specific social and environmental factors. The “off the shelf” option is Sustainalytics, and then the OSAM custom ESG score rolls up a subset of the underlying Sustainalytics data but strictly focuses on factors that a client specified and weights the ones the client finds material more heavily. The custom OSAM ESG score also removes any data items that the client did not wish to be included.\textsuperscript{19}

For both scoring systems, a global universe is used, with a value of 0 indicating the highest ranking ESG percentile, and 100 being the lowest ranking. To simplify the analysis, we will categorize companies with a score under 50 as “Good ESG” and those over 50 as “Bad ESG”. As such, the portfolio should be designed to prioritize Good ESG companies and underweight Bad ESG companies.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Percentile Ranks of OSAM Custom ESG vs Sustainalytics (Global Universe)}
\end{figure}

To emphasize using a custom ESG score can better capture an investor’s values, it is important to view each quadrant from the perspective of the impact and/or unintended consequences this can have on a portfolio. The bottom left and top right quadrants, highlighted in blue, represent cases where companies’ Sustainalytics score and OSAM ESG score are in alignment. If an investor were to utilize either scoring mechanism, the resulting portfolio should overweight companies in the bottom left quadrant and underweight or avoid those in the top right quadrant.

\textsuperscript{18} Note that Sustainalytics as of 2019 has an ESG risk-based dataset offered alongside their legacy ESG flagship data product.

\textsuperscript{19} For those familiar with a Materiality Map, this is a completely custom materiality map to weight factors based on the clients views of what is most material to them. This is the custom composite that we built for the client in case study #2.
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Unfortunately, this does not hold true for the remaining two sections, highlighted in gray. The upper left portion represents cases where companies rank favorably according to Sustainalytics methodology but are viewed as Bad ESG companies by the client, while the bottom right represents the opposite scenario. If an investor relied solely on the composite Sustainalytics score to construct a portfolio, they may overlook the investment opportunities available in the bottom right section while diluting their own ESG preferences by including those in the top left, which tilt away from the ESG values the investor cares most strongly about.

Factors Improve ESG Return Expectations

Separate from the numerous methods for constructing an ESG portfolio is the question of whether ESG investing is linked to returns. At OSAM, we believe that regardless of how an investor wishes to gain ESG exposure, there are known alpha factors that can contribute positively to a portfolio’s performance, and should have a role in the investment process. Our research indicates that controlling for Value, Momentum, Earnings Quality, Earnings Growth and Financial Strength (alpha factors) can improve returns within ESG strategies. Furthermore, utilizing these themes to remove poor quality and expensive names has more efficacy in ESG investing than other, more traditional strategies.

To test the merits of factor investing within ESG portfolios, we developed a research universe called “ESG All Stocks”, which is comprised of every global company flagged as having positive ESG practices (Good ESG). To identify these companies, we compiled the unique holdings from the oldest funds with a distinct ESG or thematic sustainability mandate, as well as companies referenced in the earliest responsible investing or sustainability research reports. The ESG All Stocks universe extends our ability to study the effect of factors on Good ESG companies to the mid-1980s, which includes multiple market cycles. This addresses a known difficulty associated with extrapolating results from ESG investing, given that company-level ESG data has only been available for a decade.

Our first insight draws from claims that investing in companies with positive ESG practices can mitigate risk. While ESG factors can be indicative of how a company perceives or handles risks tied to environmental, social, or governance factors, we believe that going an additional step and evaluating a Good ESG company’s factor profile can help further avoid investments with weaker return profiles.

**Figure 3: Removing Poor Quality in ESG (Excess Returns 1986-2019)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESG All Stocks</th>
<th>Global All Stocks</th>
<th>Global Large Stocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-4.8%</td>
<td>-3.6%</td>
<td>-1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Poor Quality represents the group of stocks that are in the lowest ranking decile by one or more factor themes: Value, Momentum, Earnings Quality, Earnings Growth and Financial Strength.

---

20 The most dominant theme in the group of names that did well according to the custom score yet ranked poorly by Sustainalytics are green revenue companies. Green revenue companies are those that derive 50% or more of their revenue from environmental impact themes.

21 Please see Appendix for further details on how we created the ESG All Stock investment universe.
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Figure 3 illustrates the effect that companies with the lowest ranking factor profile (Poor Quality) can have on performance. The most pronounced results come from the ESG All Stocks universe with underperformance of 4.8% annualized. We advocate for active stock elimination in all investments, which is the practice of identifying and avoiding companies that are likely to underperform. In the case of ESG, poor quality names may exhibit best in class ESG practices, but not good investments. Active elimination of poor-quality companies has historically been more effective at improving returns within ESG portfolios than in non-ESG strategies.

An investigation of the underlying factors paints a similar story. Figure 4 highlights the highest and lowest ranking quintile of companies in the ESG universe within each factor theme and the excess returns generated between 1986-2019. Across each factor, ESG companies within the top quintile have shown the potential for excess return whereas those in the bottom quintile have suffered.

Put simply, factors within ESG have historically improved investment decisions by separating good and bad investments. We believe this is an important point that often fails to receive adequate attention, as the primary focus within ESG investing has been identifying companies with positive ESG practices, and debating which industry-specific aspects are material ESG considerations. Regardless of your definition of ESG, supplementing your view with a focus on companies exhibiting better factor profiles can lead to improved risk-adjusted returns. To highlight this point further, in Figure 5 we examine the return profile of ESG All Stocks, Good Quality ESG All Stocks and Cheapest Quintile ESG stocks against the broader benchmark.

22 Poor Quality represents the group of stocks that are in the lowest ranking decile by one or more factor themes: Value, Momentum, Earnings Quality, Earnings Growth and Financial Strength.

23 Excess returns with the ESG All Stocks universe as a benchmark.

24 MSCI ACWI was included to put the return statistics in context relative to a global benchmark. But we feel conclusions should not be drawn of ESG All Stocks vs the ACWI because of market cap and regional biases during periods of the test.
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While the entire ESG investment universe has shown to track the MSCI ACWI relatively closely, for the subset of ESG companies with the highest-ranking factor profile and good ESG, the result is more pronounced. ESG investors should make certain that their portfolios also favor factors like quality and value.

To highlight that many of the more popular ESG funds are not considering these factors, we can show their bias towards more expensive names. Figure 3 plots the range of valuations of these portfolios (gray bar) with the valuation of the underlying broader index. In most cases, the broader benchmark is at the very bottom of the range. Some of the more thematic funds with larger biases to expensive sectors like technology drive the upper end of the range.

As investors and managers contemplate the potential for excess returns within ESG, they should be aware that some highly rated ESG companies are also bad investments. Historically, alpha factors have been effective at separating Good ESG and Good Investments from Good ESG and Bad Investments. Some of the more popular ESG portfolios have not controlled for this, but it is a bias that is easily adjusted in custom portfolios that can target the factor exposures investors want.
OSAM Tailored ESG Platform

At OSAM, we have designed our portfolio management platform to customize granular decisions in all areas of the ESG framework. We can implement any measurable custom screen, tilt or factor exposure to deliver strategies that can better align a client’s unique ESG goals than any off the shelf product. We have managed custom Separately Managed accounts (SMAs) since launching the company, and have continually enhanced that process to offer increasingly customized ESG and tax managed accounts.

Our customization process is akin to collaborating with an architect on a set of design plans. We work with clients to identify the values they want represented, and design an initial portfolio that we feel best captures those goals. Lastly, through a series of follow-up conversations we adjust a range of portfolio characteristics, as necessary, to ensure the result represents the client’s vision.

We have included several case studies to highlight our capabilities within the ESG investing landscape.

Figure 7:
Case Study #1 – Global Environmental Impact

Request: Build a thematic environmental strategy tied to five themes:

- Alternative Energy
- Sustainable Water
- Green Real Estate
- Waste Prevention
- Clean Technology

There were four main challenges solved through customization:

1. **Favor Green Revenue Companies**: Top holdings should be comprised of companies that directly contribute to positive environmental change. Standard ESG products using a “Best in Class” approach tend to underweight these companies, with few to none of them in the Top-10;

2. **Maintain Diversification**: Avoid large sector imbalances so that this product can serve as a core equity allocation with tracking error managed relative to the MSCI ACWI. Some thematic ESG products have no exposure to Financials, Healthcare, and Communications. These sectors are 40% of the ACWI Index and a passive investment to these green revenue names has a tracking error approaching 6%;

3. **Reduce Fossil Fuel Exposure**: Minimize exposure to fossil fuel companies without applying blanket exclusions such as removing the entire GICS Energy sector;

4. **Achieve Excess Returns**: Outperform the global equity market with factor themes such as Value, Momentum, and Quality while maintaining ESG exposure.

To overcome these challenges, we developed a custom investment universe incorporating the requested exclusions and tilts. While green revenue companies were automatically included, to overcome diversification issues, we developed a custom environmental ESG composite score to identify highly ranked companies, by industry, that better aligned with the stated impact themes.

Additionally, to reduce the portfolio’s exposure to fossil fuels, we developed a customized exclusion list that did not remove renewable energy companies from consideration like a complete sector exclusion would. Once a diversified investable universe was developed, we utilized our factor-driven investment process to identify and select companies that not only met the desired ESG criteria but were also sound investments based on their characteristic profile.

Designing a portfolio with specific ESG goals and return expectations does not need to come at the expense of large sector imbalances or investing in expensive companies, both of which can greatly increase your investment risk and sacrifice returns. The resulting portfolio that OSAM constructed met diversification goals, had a lower tracking error than most thematic ESG products, and favored alpha factors relative to the MSCI ACWI, characteristics that have historically been tied to good excess return potential.

---

25 Green revenue companies sell products and services that can directly be tied to positive environmental impact goals. They must have 50% or more of their revenue tied to an environmental impact theme.

26 The MSCI Global Environmental index is comprised of all global green revenue companies.
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Case Study #2 – Tailored Social Solution (Obesity and Diversity)

**Request:** Develop a global portfolio representing the client’s social values specific to diversity and physical wellbeing. For diversity, the focus was on the number of women represented on board and executive roles and inclusive practices in the workplace, including LGBTQ rights. The wellness goals were centered around avoiding companies that profit from products linked to the obesity epidemic. The client’s occupation involved seeing the day-to-day impacts of obesity, prompting a preference to avoid investing in the companies they deemed most responsible. The client was using very broad exclusions to capture these ESG goals, and was aware that customization allowed for more precision in the investment selection process.

There were five main challenges were solved through customization:

1. **Soft Drink & Restaurant Divestment:** The client believed that companies providing poor quality food in school cafeterias, fast food restaurants, and soft drink producers were most linked to the insurgence of obesity. However, they were excluding the entire restaurant and beverage industries. While this exclusion avoided companies that the client found objectionable, it also applied to many other companies in the industry that were not directly tied to the obesity epidemic, including those that offered healthy alternatives;

2. **Favor Gender Diversity:** Investing in companies with gender diversity was a key priority for the client however, this had not yet been implemented because the available options were overly restrictive, and for a global portfolio, resulted in large regional imbalances. For example, excluding all companies without a female board member removed a large percentage of Japanese companies, and very few U.S. companies, comparatively;

3. **Focus on LGBTQ Rights:** The client had an exclusion in place to avoid exposure to any country with a history of LGBTQ criminalization. This was too blunt a restriction as it also removes companies that are supportive of LGBTQ rights within those countries;

4. **Avoid ESG Controversies / Headline Risk:** ESG ETFs and mutual funds often had companies with ESG related controversies in their top holdings. As an investor in these products, the client felt that this did not align with what their ESG portfolio was trying to accomplish;

5. **ESG through Value Investing:** The client believed in value investing and wanted their ESG goals represented in a portfolio that also had large discounts relative to its benchmark. This combination of ESG with Value currently did not exist in the market.

Most of the work in this tailored ESG portfolio was focused on developing custom investment universe exclusions. In many cases, this entailed designing more precise exclusions instead of broadly removing entire industries, potentially excluding companies that shared the values of the client. For the soft drink and restaurant screen, we compiled data from various research studies and healthy restaurant lists, and utilized third-party consultants to build a more precise obesity restriction. For the LGBTQ screen, we partnered with activist groups in countries such as Singapore (which has a history of LGBTQ criminalization) to identify local, supportive companies with policies against this view. To avoid controversies, we built a red flag process into the portfolio that liquidates and excludes companies with severe ESG controversies.

In addition to custom screens, we also designed a unique ESG composite score, which included gender diversity and other ESG goals, to tilt towards companies most aligned with their values and away from those that were not. This was incorporated in a way to let values drive the investment process, as it focused on companies that met their ESG goals and had characteristics of a good investment, relative to peers. The final portfolio was a much more precise representation of both the values and factor advantages the client wanted represented.
Case Study 3: Green Beta: Improve Passive Allocations with an ESG Lens

Our third case study details our capability to improve passive allocations with an ESG lens. Passive allocations can be improved with custom portfolio construction to meet ESG goals and active ownership in the form of matching proxy votes to client values. These approaches have taken on names such as “Green Beta” or “Impact Beta” given their aim to deliver a defined ESG purpose while achieving market-like returns. In most situations these portfolios can be managed with minimal effect on risk and return profiles satisfying fiduciary duty objectives.

Rather than focusing on maximizing the alpha potential of a client’s ESG portfolio, with a passive allocation, we aim to minimize tracking error, which can take two forms:

1. Minimize Tracking Error Given a Set of ESG Goals;
2. Set a Tracking Error Target & Maximize ESG Goals.

Minimize Tracking Error: These portfolios can include any socially responsible or values-based screen (e.g., divesting from private prisons, tobacco or fossil fuels and minimize tracking error). Passive portfolios with religious restrictions also fit here. Any custom screen or tilt can be applied if it does not overly constrain the investment universe so that beta can still be an option. This approach can also appeal to investors trying to reduce sector or company exposures that correlate to other portions of their portfolio, like a Google employee that wants to exclude Google due to exposure elsewhere.

Tracking Error Target: The most common example are portfolios that reduce stranded asset/carbon footprint risk as much as possible within a defined tracking error budget (“Green Beta”). This approach has been referred to as “a free option” because it removes risk(s) that the investor perceives as mispriced in the market and does so without a material effect on the risk and return profile of the allocation. This can be accomplished with other risks or values-based screens the investor wishes to control within a tracking error budget (e.g., income inequality, data privacy, etc.).

Custom Proxy Voting: Traditionally, passive market exposure has come with passive ownership and voting of shares. A notable gripe amongst responsible investors is that passive shares are rarely voted in support of ESG initiatives: the largest index funds consistently rank amongst the lowest in the industry on voting for ESG-oriented proposals. Our approach to ESG beta solves for this operational oversight. Subject to asset minimums, we can incorporate custom, client-directed voting guidelines to infuse a level of active ownership within an otherwise passive portfolio. Investors can now make an impact as active owners while remaining passive in their investments. In many cases we can provide these portfolios to our clients free of charge, and tax manage them to provide tax alpha as well. Contact us to learn more at esg@osam.com.

CONCLUSION

Some of the more popular ESG products are designed to be one size fits all. This approach often waters down and tilts away from the values investors want and care about, including performance factors like Value, Momentum and Quality. The better solution is reached by tailoring a portfolio to accomplish the unique goals of the investor. Without some level of customization investors may realize their ESG portfolio is not investing as close to their values as they thought.

If you have an ESG challenge or value that you are having difficulty representing in your portfolio, please reach out to us at esg@osam.com.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
APPENDIX

**ESG All Stocks Universe Compilation**: Holdings data from PAX Balanced Fund, The Dreyfus Opportunity Fund, MSCI ESG Select & Leaders Indices, The Domini/MSCI KLD 400 index, Calvert Balanced Fund, and thematic funds such as the Fidelity Select Environment and Alternative Energy Portfolio. We also reviewed some of the earliest known examples of ESG research like that of Milton Moskowitz which focused on corporate social responsibility. The unique company list from all these sources make up the ESG All Stocks Universe.

---
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Please see important information titled “General Legal Disclosures & Hypothetical and/or Backtested Results Disclaimer” at the end of this presentation.
GENERAL LEGAL DISCLOSURES & HYPOTHETICAL AND/OR BACKTESTED RESULTS DISCLAIMER

The material contained herein is intended as a general market commentary. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of O'Shaughnessy Asset Management, LLC and may differ from those of your broker or investment firm.

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by O'Shaughnessy Asset Management, LLC), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this piece will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this piece serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from O'Shaughnessy Asset Management, LLC. Any individual account performance information reflects the reinvestment of dividends (to the extent applicable), and is net of applicable transaction fees, O'Shaughnessy Asset Management, LLC’s investment management fee (if debited directly from the account), and any other related account expenses. Account information has been compiled solely by O'Shaughnessy Asset Management, LLC, has not been independently verified, and does not reflect the impact of taxes on non-qualified accounts. In preparing this report, O'Shaughnessy Asset Management, LLC has relied upon information provided by the account custodian. Please defer to formal tax documents received from the account custodian for cost basis and tax reporting purposes. Please remember to contact O'Shaughnessy Asset Management, LLC, in writing, if there are any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or services, or if you want to impose, add, or modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment advisory services. Please Note: Unless you advise, in writing, to the contrary, we will assume that there are no restrictions on our services, other than to manage the account in accordance with your designated investment objective. Please Also Note: Please compare this statement with account statements received from the account custodian. The account custodian does not verify the accuracy of the advisory fee calculation. Please advise us if you have not been receiving monthly statements from the account custodian. Historical performance results for investment indices and/or categories have been provided for general comparison purposes only, and generally do not reflect the deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges, the deduction of an investment management fee, nor the impact of taxes, the incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing historical performance results. It should not be assumed that your account holdings correspond directly to any comparative indices. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her choosing. O'Shaughnessy Asset Management, LLC is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion of the newsletter content should be construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of the O'Shaughnessy Asset Management, LLC’s current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees is available upon request.

Hypothetical performance results shown on the preceding pages are backtested and do not represent the performance of any account managed by OSAM, but were achieved by means of the retroactive application of each of the previously referenced models, certain aspects of which may have been designed with the benefit of hindsight.

The hypothetical backtested performance does not represent the results of actual trading using client assets nor decision-making during the period and does not and is not intended to indicate the past performance or future performance of any account or investment strategy managed by OSAM. If actual accounts had been managed throughout the period, ongoing research might have resulted in changes to the strategy which might have altered returns. The performance of any account or investment strategy managed by OSAM will differ from the hypothetical backtested performance results for each factor shown herein for a number of reasons, including without limitation the following:

- Although OSAM may consider from time to time one or more of the factors noted herein in managing any account, it may not consider all or any of such factors. OSAM may (and will) from time to time consider factors in addition to those noted herein in managing any account.
- OSAM may rebalance an account more frequently or less frequently than annually and at times other than presented herein.
- OSAM may from time to time manage an account by using non-quantitative, subjective investment management methodologies in conjunction with the application of factors.
- The hypothetical backtested performance results assume full investment, whereas an account managed by OSAM may have a positive cash position upon rebalance. Had the hypothetical backtested performance results included a positive cash position, the results would have been different and generally would have been lower.
- The hypothetical backtested performance results for each factor do not reflect any transaction costs of buying and selling securities, investment management fees (including without limitation management fees and performance fees), custody and other costs, or taxes – all of which would be incurred by an investor in any account managed by OSAM. If such costs and fees were reflected, the hypothetical backtested performance results would be lower.
- The hypothetical performance does not reflect the reinvestment of dividends and distributions therefore, interest, capital gains and withholding taxes.
- Accounts managed by OSAM are subject to additions and redemptions of assets under management, which may positively or negatively affect performance depending generally upon the timing of such events in relation to the market’s direction.
- Simulated returns may be dependent on the market and economic conditions that existed during the period. Future market or economic conditions can adversely affect the returns.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Please see important information titled “General Legal Disclosures & Hypothetical and/or Backtested Results Disclaimer” at the end of this presentation.